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Coco Bidet elongated 9500R toilet seat with personal remote control wash New Review When looking around, you will know that bidets are made differentfrom to each other. You can find some that have a pipe while others have a nozzle. Bidets are also made of different materials. There are those who use stainless steel while others use
plastic. You can also find terrific patterns with all sorts of fancy features, integrated deodorization units, remote control, and heated toilet seats. Modern bidets offer improved hygiene and cleaning functionality. When it comes to bidet toilet seats, there is a name that you can trust and that is Coco Bidet elongated 9500R toilet seat with
personal remote control Wash New. Who could buy/benefit from this product? Millions of people from different parts of the world use a bidet every day. It is for anyone who wants to improve personal hygiene. A bidet simply performs a good job of cleaning the back part when he or she is finished using the toilet than wiping it yourself. With
a strong gushing of water, traces of dirt on the posterior can be easily removed. Thus, this Coco Bidet elongated 9500R toilet seat with personal remote control Wash New (B00465MFHG) is for everyone who wants to improve personal hygiene. This is also perfect for the elderly and disabled or impaired motor functions. In addition, it is
beneficial for patients who have had surgery in the rectum area, as it can be used for bathroom sitz (a kind of sitting bath) or for pain relief of uterine cramps, painful ovaries, prostate infections and hemorrhoids. It is definitely a great help for those with rashes, infections and diarrhea. Product Description Bio Life Technologies, a highly
regarded bidet company, is proud to present its Coco Bidet elongated 9500R toilet seat with personal remote control Wash Nou, which fits all elongated 1 or 2 pieces of toilet seats. The company aims to offer its customers the best technologies without compromising aesthetics. The sleek design of the 9500R suits the most elongated
toilets. It can also be installed easily and its maintenance is never a problem. Coco Bidet is supported by a three-year limited warranty and a full one-year warranty. It also has a unique feature of intensive pulsation (IIP) that helps people with constipation. Coco 9500R also has a water tank (heated) that provides hot water all the time,
heated chair, deodorant, hot air dryer, four remote control presets, LED night light, enema jet, pulse &amp; massage wash bubble wash. The seat is removable for easy cleaning. To prevent leaks, it comes with unique ultra sonic bonding. This bidet also comes with two water purifiers and iodine water filters. Product Features Water Tank
(Heated) That Provides Hot Water All-Time Heated Chair, Deodorant and Hot Air Dryer Four Remote Control Remote Control Night light with LED and enema jet Pulse &amp; massage wash, bubble wash Limited guarantee of three years (used and installed bidets can not be returned) 2 water filters with iodine ProPro One of the best
things about this Coco Bidet Elongated toilet seat 9500R with remote control Personal Wash New is that it has an integrated heating system so the water that comes from it is always warm. Installation is also very easy because it comes with all the necessary hardware. The remote control is good, its water line hooks are made of stainless
steel, and the mounting hardware is excellent. It offers the same functions as more expensive bidet toilet chairs from other suppliers. The constant flow of warm water of the coco bidet 9500R facilitates plumbing. It also works well thanks to excellent temperature and pressure control functions. Cons On the other hand, it is important to
note that this Coco Bidet does not fit a single piece toilets that feature a French curve. It requires a GFI electrical outlet, which is located less than four meters from the toilet. You will also learn that the water starts cold for a few seconds until it becomes strong and warm. Coco Bidet elongated 9500R toilet seat with personal remote control
Wash Nou has heated the water it uses, but simply can not get 1st jet of hot water. The water heats up to the ideal temperature in about 10 seconds and maintains this temperature for 1 minute or so. This is not a big problem, though. The characteristics of this bidet still exceed these defects. Customer reviews and scores At this time,
Coco Bidet elongated 9500R toilet seat with personal remote control Wash New was reviewed by 130 customers and received an overall rating of 4.8 stars out of five. Most customers are satisfied with their purchase. One customer said that the installation is very simple and the quality of the product is high. Another customer said he likes
the remote control and bidet features. In general, most of them are satisfied with the performance of Coco Bidet. Conclusion When you are looking for a large bidet, look no further because you can get everything you want from Coco Bidet elongated 9500R toilet seat with personal remote control Wash New (B00465MFHG). Its elegant
design fits the most elongated toilets and can also be installed easily. Its maintenance is not a problem and more than that, it has a water tank (heated) that provides hot water all the time. Coco Bidet elongated 9500R toilet seat with personal remote control Wash New ReviewCoco Bidet 9500R elongated, white color toilet Ultra Deluxe
chair with remote control - Fits all elongated one or two pieces of toilet seats -Two Coco Bidet water purification - Bio Life Technologies is the renowned bidet company and manufacturer of COCO bidet. Our mission is to provide our customers with the best in technology while at the same time focusing on aesthetics. Elegant and state-ofthe-art COCO 9500R can fit the most Elongated toilets. THIS BIDEu WILL NOT POTRIVE 1 TOALETED WORK WITH A FRENCH CURB (such as Kohler San Rafael) The COCO Bidet is easy to install and maintain and can fit virtually any elongated toilet. Coco bidet comes with a full warranty of one year and 3 years limited warranty.
Features: COCO 9500R comes with a patented IIP (Intensive Impulse Pulsation) feature that helps with constipation. Elongated toilets only - Convenient remote control - Heated water tank w / Endless hot water - Self-cleaning - 4 Remote Control User Presets - Auto-Diagnosis IIP Function - Kids Function - Oscillant Cleaning Enema Jet Auto Feature Intelligent Power Saving - Deodorant - Splash Guard - Heated Chair - Soft Closure of antibacterial chair - Seat Detachment Easy Cleaning - 2 water purification filters - Deep infrared hot air dryer - Gentle pulsating cleaning - Busy seat sensor - LED night light - Patented ultra sonic paste (to prevent leaks) - UL Approved White only - 3-year limited warranty - Bidet needs a GFI electrical outlet less than 4 meters from the toilet. Only with cold water grip, the bidet has built-in heating system. Two iodine water filters. All Coco Bidet sales are FINAL. No refunds. Coco Bidet DOES NOT take back bidets with open bag parts(s) or used or installed bidets. THIS
BIDE SHOULD NOT BE POTRIVED 1 TOALET WORK WITH A FRENCH CURB (such as Kohler San Rafael). Coco Bidet Elongated 9500R Toilet Chair with Personal Remote Control Wash New (B00465MFHG) SUPERIOR HEATING TECHNOLOGY Most bidet chairs have a small tank that provides about a minute of hot water. Our ondemand bidets have an initial burst of cold water and then stay warm due to being connected to an outlet and not tied in a 220 volts. We solved this problem with the new Omni LR series by reengineering the heating system. Omni LR is unique in that it heats water instantly and the initial water explosion is hot while still using a normal
GFCI output. Touch Screen Remote (EASY to Hold) Enema Stainless Steel Nozzle with Protective Cover Asked Seat Deodorizer Internal Smart Light Massage Function Pulsation Kids Function Adjustable Water Pressure/Temperature Posterior and Female Wash Warm Air Dryer Soft Closing Lid and Seat/Self Adjusting Balama Learning
Energy Saving We have a strict non-return policy once the product has been used or the box has been opened. If the product is damaged within one year of the sale and it was not the user's fault, then we will repair or send the customer a replacement unit. Please make sure that the product you purchased will be able to fit the toilet. For
more information please call Our assistance to 1-888-261-2077 Free shipping applies only in the neighboring United States. * Promotional codes apply only to certain models and cannot be combined with other coupons. © 2020 COCO Bio Bio Bidet LLC Technologies About Us | Bidet Comparison Chart | FAQ | Contact us Top Critical
reviewAll Critical Reviews› BHicks3.0 of 5 starsThis product is expensive but works well. Revised in the United States on March 1, 2019There are reservations about the construction of this bidet, however. I bought one of these for a family member, and eventually failed after a couple of years because of a key internal part of the plastic
breaking, which I managed to patch, but then the electronics failed a few months later. I did it, hesitantly, buying one for our house, and although we like the functionality of it in the back of my mind, I wonder how long before it fails too. I'm watching you, Coco Bidet 9500R Elongated Toilet Chair. I won't hesitate to verbally beat you if you
fail again. But now, I like you very much. Omni Bead Breaker 24 Bead Mill Homogenizer Manual BR-Cryo Cooling Unit Manual
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